Dear Parents and Guardians,
During the dark days of COVID-19 spread when everything got
halted and we had nothing left but to stay at home, our school did
not wait helplessly. We continued the virtual classes to meet the
need of our students. Online classes have been still going on to
cover the syllabi and keep your children engaged in studies . The
teachers are working harder than before and are taking all the
care to solve and clear the doubts over phone using what’s App/
Audio classes/Video classes/ Text etc. Everyday our teachers are
coming with new ideas to make the online classes interesting so
that our children do not get bored and hence we came up with
Online Yoga compt.,Art and Craft, Science Exhibition, Poetry
Recitation Competition,Singing Compt. and many other CCA
activities.
Dear Parents, against all adversities we have been here with you
and the children, we have left no stone unturned under the
new/adverse situation . Now, we utterly feel the need of funds
for the Online Class-platform: technological up-gradation for
online class delivery, teachers' training, support , other
online services and most importantly the remuneration of our
Teaching & non-Teaching staffs to reach out our students. It is
your school and hence we pray and hope your support to
overcome the challenges during these days.
Online fee payment link is given in the school website
dav6bokaro.org or you may visit the School office for the same
on any working day between 9.00 AM to 1.30PM.
We request you to pay the school fees to support our efforts
empowering us to walk across this adverse situation .
With best wishes ,
Principal .

Dear Parents and Guardians,
You are humbly requested to visit the School to collect the text
books (remaining,UKG to VIII),Syllabus(2020-21,LKG to VIII)
,Report Card (Previous session,if not collected) and Class Group
Photograph(Previous session of all classes except
IXA,XIA2,XIC,XID,XIIA2) of your ward as per the following time
schedule :s.no DATE

1

TIME FOR DIFFERENT CLASSES
9:00AM
10:00AM 11:00AM
to
to
to
10:00AM 11:00AM 12:00Noo
n
VIIIA
VIIIB
VIIA
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10/7/2020
VIIB
Friday
2
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IVA&B
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3
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IIIA&B
II A&B
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UKG&LKG
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14/7/2020
IXB,XA&B XIA1,XIB, XIIA1,XIIB
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(Previous- XIE.
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For Report session)
(Previous- (PreviousCards &
session)
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Note:- 1. Note Books with stationeries are also available.
2. You are requested to come with face mask.
3. Please maintain physical distancing while collecting the
above mentioned materials.
4. Please bring the I-card (pervious class) of your ward.
5. . Please bring a carry bag with yourself.

Principal

